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Large-scale molecular dynamics simulations are applied to

the study sliding friction of a-SiC/a-SiC, a-SiC/c-C, nc-SiC/c-C

and c-Si/c-C systems. The friction coefficient and structural evo-

lution of these systems are investigated as functions of sliding

velocity, temperature, and normal load. Based on our results, the15
physics of atomic-scale sliding friction in crystalline, nanocrys-

talline and amorphous materials under investigation is clarified.

The established regularities are validated with available exper-

imental results.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the deposition of carbon and silicon carbide
films hold promise for producing hard protective and wear resis-25
tant coatings on a variety of substrates (1-5). It becomes important
to understand the friction and wear properties of such coatings.
Coating surfaces are usually rough, and friction is generated be-
tween contacting asperities on the surfaces. The contact area is
beyond atomic size and various friction models provide insight30
into the behavior within these contacts (6, 7). While a few theo-
retical investigations of the tribological properties of crystalline
diamond and silicon exist (6,8-11), a theoretical understanding
at the atomic-scale of sliding friction between amorphous and
crystalline, amorphous and amorphous, nanocrystalline and crys-35
talline materials is still in its infant stage. For diamond/diamond
and silicon/diamond sliding pairs, friction, wear, indentation, and
microstructure evolution at the sliding interface have been stud-
ied by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (8–11). We
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also note that there is a growing interest in the application of MD 40
simulations to tribology of metallic systems (12).

In this paper, we carried out a series of microscopic MD sim-
ulations based on the Tersoff empirical potential (13) to gain in-
sight into the physics of sliding friction of silicon-based materials.
We considered the sliding of amorphous silicon carbide (a-SiC), 45
nano-crystalline silicon carbide (nc-SiC), and crystalline silicon (c-
Si) on the a-SiC and diamond (c-C) blocks. The pairs of different
materials were chosen to simulate the sliding process that most
often occurs in tribological experiments, for example, in ball-on-
plane and polishing tests (2-5). Sliding friction was investigated 50
as a function of sliding velocity (V), temperature (T) and normal
load (FN).

METHODOLOGY

The sliding systems, analyzed in the present paper, are repre-
sented by two sliding blocks (slabs). The lower slab is associated 55
with diamond or a-SiC, while the upper one originates from a-SiC,
nc-SiC or c-Si. In experiment, heat diffuses away from the sliding
interface. To simulate this effect, two reservoir regions are defined
at the outer surface of the upper and lower sliding slabs. During
the simulation the reservoirs are thermostated to maintain a con- 60
stant low temperature. In the reservoirs, external normal (FN) and
tangential forces are applied to each atom, and the normal force is
kept constant. The same tangential force applied to each reservoir
is a time-dependent quantity chosen such that the average tangen-
tial velocity in the reservoir is constant, ±V/2, equal and opposite 65
in the upper and lower reservoirs. The forces are applied only to
the atoms in the reservoirs. Except for the temperature control
and force application, the atoms in the reservoirs are treated ex-
actly the same as those in the remaining part of the system, and the
atoms are free to enter or leave the reservoir regions. The reser- 70
voir volumes are maintained constant during MD simulations. In
the corresponding experiments, the initial ball/plane contact was
made when the ball is rotating, i.e., there is a relative speed be-
tween the ball and the plane. The simulation is initiated in a similar
fashion. At t= 0, all the atoms in the upper slab are given a velocity 75
in the positive x-direction with a magnitude equal to V/2, while all
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the atoms belonging to the lower slab are given a velocity in the
negative x-direction with exactly the same magnitude, V/2. There-
fore, at t=0 the relative sliding velocity of the system is V. Atoms
interact with each other through the same inter-particle potentials80
whether they are in the reservoir or not. Since we consider sliding
systems based on Si and C, the Tersoff potential is appropriate
for MD simulations (13). It was shown that this potential leads
to correct results in many applications (13-16). The selection of a
proper classical potential is crucial to reproduce the real physical85
behavior of a system in sliding.

Prior to carrying out the simulations, sliding slabs were gener-
ated by equilibrating bulk samples with two-dimensional periodic
boundary conditions for 20 ps. The a-SiC sample was generated
by cooling the melt slowly from 8000 K down to 300 K (16). The90
nc-SiC bulk sample represents the amorphous structure of a-SiC
with one 3C-SiC cubic cluster with a side of 0.89 nm positioned on
the lower (001) plane of the basic simulation cell. The nanocrys-
tallite was fixed during cooling. A cooling rate of about 1013 K/s
was chosen.95

All the sliding pairs were fitted to provide the same box sizes in
the x and y directions (ax, ay). The 506-atom upper slabs of a-SiC
and nc-SiC were fitted to the 550-atom lower diamond block in a
way to account for a bulk modulus (B) of 220 GPa for the upper
blocks (13). As a result of such a fitting, the simulation box was100
such that ax = ay = 1.78 nm. In the case of the c-Si/c-C sliding sys-
tem, we have chosen the 576-atom diamond cluster with a 6 × 6 × 2
cell in units of a0 = 0.356 nm, which gives ax = ay = 2.136 nm. To
fit the upper silicon slab to this size, we have chosen a 4 × 4 × 4
(a0) cluster with a0 = 0.534 nm. Thus, our lattice parameter for sil-105
icon is smaller by 1.7% compared with the experimental value of
0.543 nm. Prior to sliding, both contact blocks were equilibrated
during 20 ps. MD simulations of the sliding processes were car-
ried out during 50 ps in the NVT ensemble (constant number
of particles-volume-temperature). The ratio between the friction110
force and the normal force gives the friction coefficient µ. The av-
erage value of µ(t) was calculated after a 15 ps sliding. This time is
sufficient for reaching steady-state friction. The friction coefficient
of the sliding systems was calculated as a function of V, T, and FN

in the ranges of 5-800 m/s, 300-3000 K, and 0.5-5 nN, respectively.115

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 is a typical plot of the evolution of the friction coeffi-
cient for the systems under consideration observed in MD simula-
tions. The friction coefficient clearly exhibits a transient overshoot
before it settles down to an average steady state value. During the120
transient stage, the friction coefficient reaches a maximum value
(µmax) of about 0.5 for almost all tests. The steady sliding state is
reached after about a 1.0 nm sliding. The jump of the friction coef-
ficient during the transient stage (�µ) decreases in the sequence
c-Si – nc-SiC – a-SiC sliding on a diamond slab. Naturally, the os-125
cillation of the friction coefficient decreases when sliding occurs
on crystalline slabs. Transient behavior in friction is commonly ob-
served in experiments and in simulations on sliding of diamond
like carbon (DLC) films (5), metallic glasses (12), and crystalline
materials (5, 17). It is believed that subsurface microstructure is130
created during the transient stage.

Fig. 1—Friction coefficient of a-SiC/a-SiC, a-SiC/c-C, nc-SiC/c-C and
c-Si/c-C sliding systems under the following sliding conditions:
V = 100 m/s, T = 300 K, and FN = 1 nN as a function of sliding
time. The solid lines correspond to an average over 25 points.

We have thoroughly investigated the microstructure of the con-
tact zone before and after sliding. In Fig. 2 we show the atomic con-
figurations of the a-SiC/a-SiC, a-SiC/c-C and c-Si/c-C sliding pairs
at the beginning and at the end of sliding under different sliding 135
conditions. The structure evolution of a nanocrystallite during the
sliding of the nc-SiC slab on a diamond block is shown in Fig. 3.
The redistribution of atoms in the z-direction after the 50 ps slid-
ing of the a-SiC/a-SiC pair is given in Fig. 4. Based on these results
and taking into account other findings on the sliding systems under 140
consideration, we come to the following conclusions:

In the case of the c-Si/c-C sliding pairs, the lower layers of
the upper block become amorphous during sliding. The c-Si/c-C
friction is analogous to the one between two amorphous slabs. It
should be noted that a similar amorphous layer at the surface of 145
a silicon wafer was also revealed after sliding a diamond spher-
ical tip on this silicon wafer (11). Lattice disorder occurs mostly
during the transient period, although the dynamic formation of
microstructure takes place during the entire sliding time. The dis-
ordered region increases with sliding distance. The sliding plane 150
shifts inside the silicon block, because of the strong interaction of
the dangling-bond atoms of the lower silicon layers with the dia-
mond surface atoms. These layers move together with the diamond
block. No material mixing is observed at the silicon-diamond in-
terface. The observed microstructural changes can be explained 155
by the difference in bond strength that increases in the sequence
Si-Si, Si-C and C-C. We believe that such a phenomenon is general
and can be observed for other sliding hetero-pairs with different
bond strengths.
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Fig. 2—Projections on the x-z plane of the atomic configuration of
a-SiC/a-SiC (upper sequence), a-SiC/c-C (middle sequence) and
c-Si/c-C (lower sequence) sliding systems after 50 ps simulation.
Si—large open circles, C—small full circles. Only part of the car-
bon atoms belonging to the lower diamond slab is shown. Sam-
ple notation: (V[m/s]-T[K]-FN[nN]). For example, the (0-300-0) sys-
tems were equilibrated prior to sliding at V = 0, T = 300 K and
FN = 0.

The sliding of the a-SiC slab on a diamond block leads to an160
insignificant densification of the amorphous slab. The distinct in-
terface is preserved during sliding. No appreciable material mixing
in the vicinity of the sliding interface is observed, and the adhesion
of the amorphous material to the diamond surface is rather weak.
One can expect that the abrasive wear of a-SiC films will be lower165
than that of silicon wafers, as was experimentally found in ball-on-
plane tests (3, 4). Adhesion wear is expected to be predominant in
the c-Si/c-C sliding, despite the low friction coefficient caused by
the creation of the amorphous sliding interface within the silicon
block.170

Fig. 3—Projections on the x-z plane of the atomic configuration of the
nc-SiC/c-C sliding system (a,b,c) after 0, 4 ps and 50 ps simu-
lations, respectively. The sliding conditions were V = 100 m/s,
T = 300 K, and FN = 1 nN. For the nc-SiC slab, only the nano-
crystallite atoms are shown.

Fig. 4—Densities N(z) of the a-SiC/a-SiC sliding system after 50 ps simu-
lation as a function of distance along the z-direction. The vertical
arrow indicates the interface region with the low density. The slid-
ing conditions: V = 800 m/s, T = 300 K, and FN = 0.5 nN.

The character of the sliding of the nc-SiC slab on a diamond
block is similar to that of the amorphous slab. However, the pres-
ence of the 3C-SiC islet slightly modifies the sliding phenomenon.
In particular, the crystallite is destroyed and the crystallite atoms
mix with other atoms of the amorphous block mostly during the 175
transient stage (cf. Fig. 3).

For the a-SiC/a-SiC sliding pairs, the upper and lower blocks
are chemically identical. Therefore, in the simulations, mixing was
observed and the mixed layer was revealed to grow as sliding con-
tinued. The mixing of the atoms of the upper and lower blocks 180
is mostly caused by the motion of the contacting blocks. Self-
diffusion could also give rise to mixing. However, to achieve such
an amount of mixing, a much longer time or a much higher tem-
perature would be required. We note that interfacial mixing was
also observed in sliding of metallic glasses (12). For the a-SiC/c-C 185
and nc-SiC/c-C sliding systems, the weak carbon diffusion towards
the upper blocks is observed at the highest T, FN and, to a lesser
extent, V.

Besides these peculiarities, the a-SiC/a-SiC sliding is accom-
panied by the generation of a low-density region near the sliding 190
interface at V ≥ 100 m/s (cf. Fig. 4). The concept of excess free
volume in metallic glasses has been discussed by Spaepen and
Turnbull (18) and Argon (19). So, one can assume that the reduc-
tion in density near the sliding interface at high speed sliding is
the general feature of the sliding of two non-crystalline systems. 195

The initially straight marked profile bends over sliding in the
upper blocks. For the a-SiC/a-SiC sliding pairs, the same bent pro-
file is observed in both slabs. For the cases considered here, the
typical material flow pattern is a result of the sliding conditions
that involve compression and shear. No significant profile bend in 200
the diamond blocks has been observed in all tests. Similar profile
bends were noted in corresponding experiments (20) and in MD
simulations of the sliding of metallic glasses (12).

The results on friction coefficient under various sliding condi-
tions are summarized in Fig. 5. For all sliding pairs the steady-state 205
friction coefficient decreases with an increase in sliding velocity,
temperature, and normal load. To establish the role of tempera-
ture control on sliding, we performed simulations in the case where
the temperature was controlled not only in the reservoirs but also
in the entire volume of the sliding slabs. The average temperature 210
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Fig. 5—Steady state friction coefficient of a-SiC/a-SiC (open circles), nc-
SiC/c-C (full squares), a-SiC/c-C (open squares) and c-Si/c-C (full
triangles) sliding systems after 50 ps sliding as a function of slid-
ing velocity (V), temperature (T) and normally applied force (FN).

of the upper block in the a-SiC/c-C sliding with V=100, 500 and
800 m/s at a constant temperature of 300 K in the reservoirs was
found to increase up to 600, 1200 and 1400 K, respectively, after
a 1.0 nm slide. The reduction of the temperature of the interface
region to 300 K leads to a two-fold increase of µ. From this finding215
it follows that the thermally activated motion is responsible for
the reduction in µ when the sliding velocity and the temperature
of the sliding blocks increase. From our atomistic simulations the
behavior of µ that depends on sliding velocity and temperature
is consistent with the µ(V) and µ(T) dependencies established in220
experiments on c-Si and DLC film sliding (2, 5).

As for the µ(P) dependence, the behavior of µ under nor-
mal load requires some explanation. In most cases of macroscopic
friction, the friction force increases proportionally to the load.
This relation is known as Amonton’s law. According to the model225
that describes an experimental situation (21), the contact area in-
creases proportionally to the load in order to maintain a constant
normal pressure. By assuming a specific constant shear stress of the
contact, Amonton’s law follows. In atomic-scale MD simulations,
the contact area is a constant and the contact is established even230
at negative loads. Thus, the results in Fig. 5 can be interpreted in
such a way that the average shear stress at the sliding interface de-
creases as a parabolic function of the normal pressure. We found
that the temperature of the sliding interface weakly varies dur-
ing sliding under various loads. This indicates that the reduction235
in shear stress results from a decrease in atomic-scale roughness
of the sliding surfaces caused by the densification of the sliding
blocks (mostly due to the densification of the disordered upper
blocks). Our sliding model for the c-Si/c-C pair predicts a reduc-
tion of µ with an increase in the normal load, in agreement with240
the µ(FN) dependence determined from the measurements made
on Si (001) and DLC surfaces with a Si (001) ball (2). In addi-
tion, there have been several studies of the effect of load on µ of
diamond sliding on diamond. It has been reported that different

dependencies on load are obtained for different crystal and pol- 245
ish orientations (8). However it is difficult to compare these well
known friction measurements to the results of atomistic modeling
since experimentally samples are often heterogeneous over large
region.

The friction coefficient obtained from the nc-SiC/c-C sliding 250
system at low sliding velocities is slightly lower than that of the
a-SiC/c-C system. The values of µ of both systems come closer
with as V increases. At high speed sliding, the disappearance of
the nano-crystallite is faster than at low speed sliding. The higher
V is, the closer the behaviors of µ of nc-SiC to that of a-SiC are. 255

CONCLUSIONS

The evolution of the friction coefficient for a series of slid-
ing systems, a-SiC/a-SiC, a-SiC/c-C, nc-SiC/c-C and c-Si/c-C, as a
function of sliding velocity, temperature and normal load has been
investigated. The application of the proposed model to the study 260
of sliding friction between amorphous, nano-structured and crys-
talline slabs of Si, C and SiC allowed us to reproduce the main
features of the sliding process observed in similar experimental
setup. The suggested MD procedure is general enough to be ap-
plicable to other similar systems. 265
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